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Abstract: This paper presents a design of an application using hand gestures contributing in the development 

and implementation of HCI i.e. human-computer interface system and which is more feasible to the users to 

interact with their pc’s. Our approach contains steps for detecting the hand region, locating the fingers, 

classifying the gesture and calibrating it with mouse functions like clicking and scrolling operations. We 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique on real imagery. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Humans communicate mainly by vision and sound; therefore, a man-machine interface would be more 

intuitive if it’s made greater use of vision and audio recognition. Another advantage is that the user not only can 

communicate from a distance, but need have no physical contact with the computer. Vision-based approach 

offers a more natural way of HCI as it requires no physical contact with any devices. HCI primarily deals with 

design, implementation and assessment of new interfaces that improves the interaction of human and machines. 

Camera(s) placed at a fixed location or on a mobile platform in the environment are used for capturing the input 

image usually at a frame rate of 30 HZ or more. To recognize human gestures, these images are interpreted to 

produce visual features which can then be used to interpret human activity. 

In our Virtual reality application where there is no need of hardware like keyboard and mouse.The idea 

behind this work is to develop and implement a gesture-based HCI system using webcam for all mouse pointing 

work.In the field of computer vision, many prototypes of intelligent vision-based interface systems have been 

developed that are more intuitive and cost-effective than the conventional interface devices such as the mouse 

and the keyboard 

This research paper is directed towards new era of virtual reality application using emgu.cv libraries for 

image processing in visual studio. Paper is aimed to build a man-machine interface i.e. human computer 

interface using hand gestures in front of webcam making it interactive for the human.  We have developed a 

windows application where a mouse control can be transferred to the webcam and accordingly using hand 

gestures, we are able to create HCI system. 

Several Hand gesture recognition techniques already existed are based on Hidden Markov Models, 

Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, etc. These methods provide accurate recognition of hand gestures and are not 

robust enough for real-time implementation. But, computational cost required to achieve this is pretty high and 

processor speed is affected .To overcome this, we have developed an effortless method for recognizing simple 

hand gestures which depend purely on the simple segmentation and techniques. 

This paper conveys vision-based fingertip detection and tracking system on a 2d plane using a camera 

as an input interface to the computer. An intensity based approach is used to detect the arbitrary shaped, uniform 

colored 2d area on which the hand operates, and then the fingertip is effectively detected and tracked using the 

sampled hand contour. According to finger count i.e. done using its detection by convexity defects algorithm, 

the application is interpreted it to simulate different mouse events. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Many methods have been developed by several researchers for controlling the mouse movement using 

a real time camera. Most of them are not robust enough for real time implementation and all of them use 

ambiguous methods for making a click event of a mouse .An approach developed by Chu-Feng Lien used finger 

tips for mouse movement and actions. Erdem used finger tracking for mouse control and the click was 

performed when the hand passed over a specified region . The action of clicking of mouse was done by keeping 

a track of the finger tips . Movement of the hand while making a special hand sign moved the mouse pointer. 

Erosion trims down the image area where the hand is not present and Dilation expands the area of the Image 

pixels which are not eroded. 

Mathematically, Erosion can be defined as, 

                    A⊖B=⋂_(b∈B)▒A -b 
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Mathematically, Dilation can be defined as, 

                   A⊕B=⋃_(b∈B)▒Ab 

 

In our paper, we performed erode function with dilate function. It could be seen that much of the 

background noise has been removed by erosion and dilation process. 

 

III. SYSTEM FLOW 
Three key stages are involved in the development of the proposed HCI system. Firstly, the webcam 

must be able to track skin colour of a user to detect the hand before any gestures can be recognized and 

processed. Secondly, each gesture must be properly recognized. Thirdly, gestures recognized must be 

interpreted to carry out the actions related to it. In general, these three key stages spans around skeleton tracking 

and gesture recognition functions. This section discusses how this is achieved by following steps: 

 

3.1. Hand Detection 

The most important aspect of developing a gesture-based HCI system is to first track the skin colour 

and hand detection can occur.  

According to laptop specifications, the camera powered by "Exmor for PC" (Resolution: 1280 x 1024, Effective 

Pixels: 1.31 Mega pixels). 

The images captured by camera are recorded in terms of frames. Each frame uses tracking system on a 

2d plane using a camera as an input interface to the computer. An intensity based approach is used to detect the 

arbitrary shaped, uniform colored 2d area on which the hand operates. 

 

3.2. Filtering Image 
1.) YCBCR filter is applied, with required thresholds to obtain skin colored parts of the image.  

2.) Eroding and Dilation of the filtered image is done using cv.erode() and cv.dilate () functions.  

3.) Smoothing of the image is done using gaussian filter and from the resulting image the biggest contour is 

extracted. 

 

3.3. Gesture Recognition  
Hand is detected by the application and filtering for clear and accurate image is executed .After that we 

have effectively detected fingers using convexity defect algorithm and tracked using it a sampled hand contour 

is constructed. Using convexity defect algorithm we find the start point end point of the finger and draw a line 

between these points to show the counts of the finger The next step is to find centre of the contour, using 

moments of contour. As soon as we were able to get the co ordinates of the center we noticed there was too 

much fluctuation in the center of contour, as the hand continuously flickered. For this problem we divided the co 

ordinates of center by 10 to remove unit part of them as there was no fluctuation in the tenths of the co-

ordinates. 

 

3.4. Cursor Assignment To Hand &Cursor Movement 
Before assigning the cursor to the hand and moving the cursor, a Win32 function called SendInput 

must be imported. This function can send Windows messages to the topmost window on the computer screen to 

control inputs (mouse, keyboard, hardware). It uses some basic Win32 structures defined for the mouse input.  

After the user’s hand has been detected and scaled to a Windows PC screen size, the X andY position of the 

cursor needs to be assigned to the user’s hand. These parameters  are then sent to the Windows OS which in this 

case causes the MouseEventMove flag to be raised, thus once the user moves the right hand (or left hand if left-

handed), the cursor also moves in the direction of the hand.                               

 

3.5.  Modelling Of Clicks And Detecting Gestures 
The mouse Left-Click event flag is usually raised when a user hold the mouse left button down and 

then release it within a certain time frame. To simulate this action for example, the Windows OS user library 

described in Figure 10 above is used. The MouseEventLeftDown   is sent   to   the   OS   followed   by   the   

MouseEventLeftUp corresponding to a user actually pressing a physical mouse left.   

 

Each of the mouse events is triggered by gestures. The description of the gestures used for each mouse 

click is given as follows: 

Cursor Movement: On 0 Or 1 Finger count. 

Left click:  On 4 Finger count 

Double Click: On Two Finger Count. 

Right Click: On Three Finger Count. 
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Scroll Function: On Five Finger Count 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: OUR APPLICATION 
This application uses emguCV, a .NET wrapper for openCV, to perform image processing, through 

which we try to recognize hand gestures and control mouse using these gestures. In this app, cursor movement is 

controlled by the movement of hand and click events are triggered using hand gestures.  

The code uses a well known library for image processing, known as, openCV in the form of emguCV 

which is a .NET wrapper of it. The code is really simple and easy to understand. First of all the application tries 

to catch a video input device. If it is successful in doing so, it calls the function ProcessFramAndUpdateGUI() 

where all the processing is done.  
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